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In Brief

Studio Studio by Made For
When Cara Stizza, design director at Made For, saw an
extremely run-down warehouse in Collingwood, she thought it had
potential. It was only after she had hassled the real estate agent
multiple times that he agreed to open up the former steel manufacturing factory for inspection. Cara saw a blank canvas ripe for
reinvention. The entire shell was refreshed with crisp white paint,
steel framing was supplied by apprentices of the former manufacturer and a deep cinnamon boardroom – the only enclosed space –
provided contrast to the rest of the warehouse. Studio Studio is the
active working studio of Made For and is co-shared by branding
agency Love and Money.
▲

Photography — Amelia Stanwix
Made For — made-for.com.au

Riverlee Meeting Suite
by Studio Tate
The brief for this project was to
create an interconnected yet acoustically
sound multiple-function suite that is both
private and adaptable enough to enable
collaboration. To complement the existing
rich, dark tones of navy and black in the
office, cohesive finishes – including timber
battens, natural stone and plush carpets –
were used, connecting the old and the new.
The meeting rooms were given a distinctive
character through softer tones. Other
flexible spaces are incorporated within the
meeting suites, including breakout spaces
for more intimate, informal meetings as well
as a change area for in-house yoga/Pilates
classes. Each of the spaces has been deliberately designed to bring a sense of
wellness into the business.
◄

Photography — Peter Clarke
Studio Tate — studiotate.com.au
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